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Abstract. Malleable signatures allow the signer to control alterations to
a signed document. The signer limits alterations to certain parties and to
certain parts defined during signature generation. Admissible alterations
do not invalidate the signature and do not involve the signer. These
properties make them a versatile tool for several application domains,
like e-business and health care. We implemented one secure redactable
and three secure sanitizable signature schemes on secure, but computa-
tionally bounded, smart card. This allows for a secure and practically
usable key management and meets legal standards of EU legislation. To
gain speed we securely divided the computing tasks between the powerful
host and the card; and we devise a new accumulator to yield a useable
redactable scheme. The performance analysis of the four schemes shows
only a small performance hit by the use of an off-the-shelf card.

1 Introduction

Digital signatures are technical measures to protect the integrity and authenticity
of data. Classical digital schemes that can be used as electronic signatures must
detect any change that occurred after the signature’s generation. Digital signa-
tures schemes that fulfill this are unforgeable, such as RSA-PSS. In some cases,
controlled changes of signed data are required, e.g., if medical health records need
to be sanitized before being made available to scientists. These allowed and signer-
controlled modifications must not result in an invalid signature and must not in-
volve the signer. This rules out re-signing changed data or changes applied to the
original data by the signer. Miyazaki et al. called this constellation the “digital
document sanitization problem” [20]. Cryptographic solutions to this problem are
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sanitizable signatures (SSS) [2] or redactable signatures (RSS) [15]. These have
been shown to solve a wide range of situations from secure routing or anonymiza-
tion of medical data [2] to e-business settings [22,23,28]. For a secure and practi-
cally usable key management, we implemented four malleable signature schemes
on an off-the-shelf smart card. Hence, all the algorithms that involve a parties
secret key run on the smart card of that party. Smart cards are assumed secure
storage and computation devices which allow to perform these actions while the
secret never leaves the card’s protected computing environment. However, they
are computationally bounded.

1.1 Contribution

To the best of our knowledge, no work on how to implement these schemes
on resource constraint platforms like smart cards exists. Additional challenges
are sufficient speed and low costs. Foremost, the smart card implementation
must be reasonably fast and manage all the secrets involved on a resource con-
straint device. Secondly, the implementation should run on off-the-shelf smart
cards; cheaper cards only offer fast modular arithmetics (e.g., needed for RSA
signatures). The paper’s three core contribution are the:

(1) analysis and selection of suitable and secure schemes;
(2) implementation of three SSSs and one RSS scheme to measure runtimes;
(3) construction of a provably secure RSS based on our newly devised accu-
mulator with a semi-trusted third party.

Previously only accumulators with fully-trusted setups where usably fast. This
paper shows how to relax this requirement to a semi-trusted setup. Malleable
signatures on smart cards allow fulfilling the legal requirement of keeping keys
in a “secure signature creation device” [12].

1.2 Overview and State of the Art of Malleable Signatures

With a classical signature scheme, Alice generates a signature σ using her pri-
vate key sksig and the SSign algorithm. Bob, as a verifier, uses Alice’s public
key pksig to verify the signature on the given message m. Hence, the authen-
ticity and integrity of m is verified. Assume Alice’s message m is composed of
a uniquely reversible concatenation of � blocks, i.e., m = (m[1],m[2], . . . ,m[�]).
When Alice uses a RSS, it allows that every third party can redact a block
m[i] ∈ {0, 1}∗. To redact m[i] from m means creating a m′ without m[i], i.e.,
m′ = (. . . ,m[i−1],m[i+1], . . . ). Redacting further requires that the third-party
is also able to compute a new valid signature σ′ for m′ that verifies under Alice’s
public key pksig. Contrary, in an SSS, Alice decides for each block m[i] whether
sanitization by a designated third party, denoted Sanitizer, is admissible or
not. Sanitization means that Sanitizeri can replace each admissible block m[i]
with an arbitrary string m[i]′ ∈ {0, 1}∗ and hereby creates a modified message
m′ = (. . . ,m[i − 1],m[i]′,m[i + 1], . . . ). In comparison to RSSs, sanitization re-
quires a secret, denoted as sksan, to derive a new signature σ′, such that (m′, σ′)
verifies under the given public keys.
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A secure RSS or SSS must at least be unforgeable and private. Unforgeabil-
ity is comparable to classic digital signature schemes allowing only controlled
modifications. Hence, a positive verification of m′ by Bob means that all parts
of m′ are authentic, i.e., they have not been altered in a malicious way. Pri-
vacy inhibits a third party from learning anything about the original message,
e.g., from a signed redacted medical record, one cannot retrieve any additional
information besides what is present in the given redacted record.

The concept behind RSSs has been introduced by Steinfeld et al. [27] and by
Johnson et al. [15]. The term SSS has been coined by Ateniese et al. [2].

Brzuska et al. formalized the standard security properties of SSSs [5]. RSSs
were formalized for lists by Samelin et al. [25]. We follow the nomenclatures
of Brzuska et al. [5]. If possible, we combine explanations of RSSs and SSSs to
indicate relations. In line with existing work we assume the signed message m
to be split in blocks m[i], indexed by their position. W.l.o.g., we limit the al-
gorithmic descriptions in this paper to simple structures to increase readability.
Algorithms can be adapted to work on other data-structures. We keep our no-
tation of Sanitizer general, and also cater for multiple sanitizers, denoted as
Sanitizeri [10]. Currently, there are no implementations of malleable signatures
considering multi-sanitizer environments.

A related concept are proxy signatures [18]. However, they only allow gen-
erating signatures, not controlled modifications. We therefore do not discuss
them anymore. For implementation details on resource constrained devices, re-
fer to [21].

1.3 Applications of Malleable Signatures

One reason to use malleable signatures is the unchanged root of trust: the ver-
ifier only needs to trust the signer’s public key. Authorized modifications are
specifically endorsed by the signer in the signature and subsequent signature
verification establishes if none or only authorized changes have occurred. In the
e-business setting, SSS allows to control the change and to establish trust for in-
termediary entities, as explained by Tan and Deng in [28]. They consider three
parties (manufacturer, distributor and dispatcher) that carry out the produc-
tion and the delivery to a forth party, the retailer. The distributor produces
a malleable signature on the document and the manufacturer and dispatcher
become sanitizers.Due to the SSS, the manufacturer can add the product’s se-
rial number and the dispatcher adds shipment costs. The additions can be done
without involvement of the distributor. Later, the retailer is able to verify all
the signed information as authentic needing only to trust the distributor. Legally
binding digital signatures must detect “any subsequent change” [12], a scheme
by Brzuska et al. was devised to especially offer this public accountability [8].

Another reason to use a malleable signature scheme is their ability to sign
a large data set once, and then to only partly release this information while
retaining verifiability. This privacy notion allows their application in healthcare
environments as explained by Ateniese et al. [2]. For protecting trade secrets
and for data protection it is of paramount important to use a private scheme.
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Applications that require to hide the fact that a sanitization or redaction has
taken place must use schemes that offer transparency, which is stronger than
privacy [5]. However, the scheme described by Tan and Deng is not private
according to the state-of-the-art cryptographic strict definition [5].

1.4 Motivation for Smart Cards

To facilitate RSSs and SSSs in practical applications, they need to achieve the
same level of integrity and authenticity assurance as current standard digital sig-
natures. This requires them to be unforgeable while being linkable to the legal
entity that created the signature on the document. To become fully recognized
by law, i.e., to be legally equivalent to hand-written signatures, the signature
needs to be created by a “secure signature creation device” (SSCD) [12]. Smart
cards serve as such an SSCD [19]. They allow for using a secret key, while provid-
ing a high assurance that the secret key does not leave the confined environment
of the smart card. Hence, smart cards help to close the gap and make malleable
signatures applicable for deployment in real applications. State of the art secure
RSSs and SSSs detect all modifications not endorsed by the signer as forgeries.
Moreover, Brzuska et al. present a construction in [8] and show that their con-
struction fulfills EU’s legal requirements [22].

2 Sanitizable and Redactable Signature Schemes

We assume the verifier trusts and possesses the Signer’s public key pksig and
can reconstruct all other necessary information from the message-signature pair
(m,σ) alone. Existing schemes have the following polynomial time algorithms:

SSS := (KGensig,KGensan, SignSSS, SanitSSS,VerifySSS,ProofSSS, JudgeSSS)
RSS := (KGensig, SignRSS,VerifyRSS,RedactRSS)

Key Generation (SSS, RSS). Generates key pairs. Only SSSs need KGensan.

(pksig, sksig)← KGensig(1
λ), (pkisan, sk

i
san)← KGensan(1

λ)

Signing (SSS, RSS). Requires the Signer’s secret key sksig. For SignSSS, it
additionally requires all sanitizers’ public keys {pk1san, . . . , pknsan}. adm describes
the sanitizable or redactable blocks, i.e., adm contains their indices.

(m,σ)← SignSSS(m, sksig, {pk1san, . . . , pknsan},adm), (m,σ)← SignRSS(m, sksig)

Sanitization (SSS) and Redaction (RSS). The algorithms modify m ac-
cording to the instruction in mod, i.e., m′ ← mod(m). For RSSs, mod contains
the indices to be redacted, while for SSSs, mod contains index/message pairs
{i,m[i]′} for those blocks i to be sanitized. They output a new signature σ′ for
m′. SSSs require a sanitizer’s private key, while RSSs allow for public alterations.

(m′, σ′)← SanitSSS(m,mod, σ, pksig, sk
i
san), (m

′, σ′)← RedactRSS(m,mod, σ, pksig)

Verification (SSS, RSS). The output bit d ∈ {true, false} indicates the
correctness of the signature with respect to the supplied public keys.
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d← VerifySSS(m,σ, pksig, {pk1san, . . . , pknsan}), d← VerifyRSS(m,σ, pksig)

Proof (SSS). Uses the signer’s secret key sksig, message/signature pairs and the
sanitizers’ public keys to output a string π ∈ {0, 1}∗ for the JudgeSSS algorithm.

π ← ProofSSS(sksig,m, σ, {(mi, σi) | i ∈ N
+}, {pk1san, . . . , pknsan})

Judge (SSS). Using proof π and public keys it decides d ∈ {Sig, Sani} indicat-
ing who created the message/signature pair (Signer or Sanitizeri).

d← JudgeSSS(m,σ, pksig, {pk1san, . . . , pknsan}, π)

2.1 Security Properties of RSSs and SSSs

We consider the following security properties as formalized in [5,8] :

Unforgeability (SSS, RSS) assures that third parties cannot produce a sig-
nature for a “fresh” message. “Fresh” means it has been issued neither by the
signer, nor by the sanitizer. This is similar to the unforgeability requirements
of standard signature schemes.

Immutability (SSS, RSS) immutability prevents the sanitizer from modify-
ing non-admissible blocks. Most RSSs do treat all blocks as redactable, but if
they differentiate, immutability exists equally, named “disclosure secure” [25].

Privacy (SSS, RSS) inhibits a third party from reversing alterations without
knowing the original message/signature pair.

Accountability (SSS) allows to settle disputes over the signature’s origin.

Trade secret protection is initially achieved by the above privacy property. Cryp-
tographically stronger privacy notions have also been introduced:

Unlinkability (SSS, RSS) prohibits a third party from linking two messages.

All current notions of unlinkability require the use of group signatures [7].
Schemes for statistical notions of unlinkability only achieve the less common
notion of selective unforgeability [1]. We do not consider unlinkability, if needed
it can be achieved using a group signature instead of a normal signature [9].

Transparency (SSS, RSS) says that it should be impossible for third parties
to decide which party is accountable for a given signature-message pair.

However, stronger privacy has to be balanced against legal requirements. In
particular, transparent schemes do not fulfill the EU’s legal requirements for
digital signatures [22]. To tackle this, Brzuska et al. devised a non-transparent,
yet private, SSS with non-interactive public accountability [8]. Their scheme does
not impact on privacy and fulfills all legal requirements [8,22].

Non-interactive public accountability (SSS, RSS) offers a public judge,
i.e., without additional information from the signer and/or sanitizer any third
party can identify who created the message/signature pair (Sig or Sani).
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3 Implementation on Smart Cards

First, the selected RSSs and SSSs must be secure following the state-of-the-art
definition of security, i.e, immutable, unforgeable, private and either transparent
or public-accountable. Transparent schemes can be used for applications with
high privacy protection, e.g., patient records. Public accountability is required for
a higher legal value [8]. Second, the schemes underlying cryptographic foundation
must perform well on many off-the-shelf smart cards. Hence, we chose primitives
based on RSA operations computing efficiently due to hardware acceleration.

The following schemes fulfill the selection criterions and have been imple-
mented:

BFF+09: Transparent, private, single-sanitizer SSS by Brzuska et al. [5]:
uses RSA signatures and RSA-based chameleon hash1

BFLS09: Public accountable, private, multi-sanitizer with delegation
SSS by Brzuska et al. [6]: works with several RSA signatures

BPS12: Public accountable, private, multi-sanitizer SSSs by Brzuska
et al. [8]: work with several RSA signatures

PSPdM12: Transparent, private RSS by Pöhls et al. [24]: uses RSA sig-
nature and accumulator based on modular exponentiations

Each participating party has its own smart card, protecting each entities’ secret
key. The algorithms that require knowledge of the private keys sksig or skisan are
performed on card. Hence, at least Sign and Sanit involve the smart card. When
needed, the host obtains the public keys out of band, e.g., via a PKI.

3.1 SSS Scheme BFF+09 [5]

The scheme’s core idea is to generate a digest for each admissible block using a
tag-based chameleon hash [5]. Finally, all digests are signed with a standard sig-
nature scheme. At first, let S := (SKGen, SSign, SVerify) be a regular UNF-CMA
secure signature scheme. Moreover, let CH := (CHKeyGen,CHash,CHAdapt) be
a tag-based chameleon hashing scheme secure under random-tagging attacks.
Finally, let PRF be a pseudo random function and PRG a pseudo random gen-
erator. We modified the algorithms presented in [5] to eliminate the vulnerability
identified by Gong et al. [14]. See [5] for the algorithms and the security model.

Key Generation: KGensig on input of 1λ generates a key pair (sk, pk) ←
SKGen(1λ), chooses a secret κ← {0, 1}λ and returns (sksig, pksig)← ((sk, κ),

pk). KGensan generates a key pair (skchsan, pk
ch
san)← CHKeyGen(1λ).

Signing: Sign on input of m, sksig, pk
ch
san,adm it generates nonce ← {0, 1}λ,

computes x ← PRF(κ,nonce), followed by tag ← PRG(x), and chooses

r[i]
$← {0, 1}λ for each i ∈ adm at random. For each block m[i] ∈ m let

h[i]←
{
CHash(pkchsan,tag, (m,m[i]), r[i]) if i ∈ adm
m[i] otherwise

1 Modified to eliminate the vulnerability identified by Gong et al. [14].
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and computes σ0 ← SSign(sksig, (h, pk
ch
san,adm)), where h = (h[0], . . . , h[l]).

It returns σ = (σ0,tag,nonce, r[0], . . . , r[k]), where k = |adm|.
Sanitizing: Sanit on input of a message m, information mod, a signature σ =

(σ0,tag,nonce,adm, r[0], . . . , r[k]), pksig and skchsan checks that mod is ad-
missible and that σ0 is a valid signature for (h, pksan,adm). On error, return

⊥. It sets m′ ← mod(m), chooses values nonce′ $← {0, 1}λ and tag′ $←
{0, 1}2λ and replaces each r[j] in the signature by r′[j] ← CHAdapt(skchsan,
tag, (m,m[j]), r[j],tag′, (m′,m′[j])). It assembles σ′ = (σ0,tag

′,nonce′,
adm, r′[0], . . . , r′[k]), where k = |adm|, and returns (m′, σ′).

Verification: Verify on input of a message m, a signature σ = (σ0,tag,nonce,
adm, r[0], . . . , r[k]), pksig and pkchsan lets, for each block m[i] ∈ m,

h[i]←
{
CHash(pkchsan,tag, (m,m[i]), r[i]) if i ∈ adm
m[i] otherwise

and returns SVerify(pksan, (h, pk
ch
san,adm), σ0), where h = (h[0], . . . , h[l]).

Proof: Proof on input of sksig,m, σ, pkchsan and a set of tuples {(mi, σi)}i∈N

from all previously signer generated signatures it tries to lookup a tuple
(pkchsan,tag,m[j], r[j]) such that CHash(pkchsan,tag, (m,m[j]), r[j]) =
CHash(pkchsan,tagi, (mi,mi[j]), ri[j]). Set tagi ← PRG(xi), where xi ←
PRF(κ,noncei). Return π ← (tagi,mi,mi[j], j, pksig, pk

ch
san, r[j]i, xi). If at

any step an error occurs, ⊥ is returned.

Judge: Judge on input of m, a valid σ, pksig, pk
ch
san and π obtained from Proof

checks that pksig = pksigπ and that π describes a non-trivial collision under
CHash(pksan, ·, ·, ·) for the tuple (tag, (j,m[j], pksig), r[j]) in σ. It verifies that
tagπ = PRG(xπ) and on success outputs San, else Sig.

3.2 SSS Scheme BFF+09 [5] on Smart Card

In this scheme, the algorithms Sign, Proof and CHAdapt from Sanit require se-
cret information. The smart card’s involvement is illustrated in Fig. 1. First,
the generation of the tag in the Sign algorithm uses the secret information κ.
During KGensig we generate κ as a 1024 Bit random number using the smart
card’s pseudo random generator and store it on card. To obtain x, illustrated
as invocation of PRF(·, ·), the host passes a nonce to the card, which together
with κ forms the input for the PRF implementation on card. The card returns x
to the host. On the host system, we let tag← PRG(x). Second, CHAdapt used
in Sanit requires a modular exponentiation using d as exponent. d is part of the
2048 Bit private RSA key obtained by CHKeyGen. The host computes only the
intermediate result i = ((H(tag,m,m[i]) · re) · (H(tag′,m′,m′[i])−1)) mod N
from the hash calculation described in [5] and sends i to the smart card. The final
modular exponentiation is performed by the smart card using the RSA decrypt
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Host SC
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x PRF(κ,
nonce)
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SSign
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x

PRF
(κ,nonce)

ProofProof

Fig. 1. BFF+09: Data flow for algorithms Sign, CHAdapt and Proof

operation, provided by the Java Card API2, to calculate r′ = id mod N and
returns r′. Finally, to execute the Proof algorithm on the Signer’s host requires
the seed x as it serves as the proof that tag has been generated by the signer.
To obtain x, the host proceeds exactly as in the Sign algorithm, calling the PRF
implementation on the card with the nonce as parameter.

3.3 SSS Schemes BFLS09 [6] and BPS12 [8]

The core idea is to create and verify two signatures: first, fixed blocks and the
Sanitizer’s pksan must bear a valid signature under Signer’s pksig. Second,
admissible blocks must carry a valid signature under either pksig or pksan. The
scheme by Brzuska et al. [8] is a modification of the scheme proposed by Brzuska
et al. [6], that is shown to achieve message level public accountability [8] using
an additional algorithm called Detect. Both, BFF+09 and BPS12, solely build
upon standard digital signatures. We implemented both; due to space restrictions
and similarities, we only describe the BPS12 scheme, which achieves blockwise
public accountability. Refer to [6] and [8] for the security model. In this section,
the uniquely reversible concatenation of all non-admissible blocks within m is
denoted FIXm, that of all admissible blocks is denoted as admm.

Key Generation: On input of 1λ KGensig generates a key pair (pksig, sksig)←
SKGen(1λ). KGensan generates a key pair (pksan, sksan)← SKGen(1λ).

Signing: Sign on input of m, pksig, sksig, pksan and admm, randomly chooses a
tag and computes σFIX = SSign(sksig, (0,FIXm,admm, pksan,tag)). For

2 RSA implementation must not apply any padding operations to its input. Otherwise,
i is not intact anymore. We use Java Card’s ALG RSA NOPAD to achieve this.
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each i ∈ adm. Compute σ[i] ← SSign(sksig, (1, i,m[i], pksan, pksig,tag,⊥))
to form σFULL ← (σ[0], . . . , σ[l]). Return σ ← (σFIX, σFULL,admm,tag,⊥).

Sanitizing: Sanit on input of message m,mod, a signature σ generated by
Sign, pksig, sksan and pksan checks that mod is admissible and that σFIX is
valid under pksig. On error it returns ⊥. Otherwise it generates the modi-
fied message m′ = mod(m), draws a random tag′ and computes σ′[i] ←
SSign(sksan, (1, i,m

′[i], pksan, pksig,tag,tag
′)) for each block i ∈ mod. For

each i ∈ mod it replaces σ[i] ∈ σFULL with σ′[i] to obtain σ′
FULL. It returns

(m′, σ′), where σ′ ← (σFIX, σ
′
FULL,admm,tag,tag′).

Verification: Verify on input of message m, pksig, pksan,admm and a signature
σ = (σFIX, σFULL,admm,tag,tag′) first verifies that σFIX is valid under
pksig. If it is not valid it returns false, else it tries to verify that σFULL is
valid under either pksig or pksan. If σFULL is not valid under any of the public
keys, false is returned and true otherwise.

Proof: Proof always returns ⊥, as it is not required by Judge.

Judge: Judge on input of (m,σ, pksig, pksan) first verifies that the signature σ is
valid using Verify. If not, ⊥ is returned. For each block m[i] ∈ m it computes
d[i] ← Detect(m,σ, pksig, pksan, i,tag,tag

′). If at any point d[i] = San, San
is returned, Sig otherwise.

Detection: Detect on input of (m,σ, pksig, pksan, i,tag,tag
′) returns Sig if

SVerify(pksig, (1,m[i], pksan, pksig,tag,tag
′)) = true and San if SVerify(pksan,

(1,m[i], pksan, pksig,tag,tag
′)) = true. If both SVerify evaluate to false,

⊥ is returned.

3.4 SSS Schemes BFLS09 [6] and BPS12 [8] on Smart Card

We implemented Sign and Sanit with involvement of the smart card. Fig. 2
illustrates the interactions. The algorithms are executed on the host system as
described in the scheme’s description. For the Sign algorithm, cryptographic hash
values over the values for σFIX and all the σ[i] are signed with a RSA signature
scheme using a 2048 Bit RSA key sksig and the signature functions provided by
the card’s API. The resulting signature values are returned to the host. The host
assembles all σ[i] to build the complete signature σ. In the Sanit algorithm the
sanitizer’s host first checks if mod(m) is admissible in admm and, if admissible,
modifies the message to obtain m′. For each block m[i] ∈ mod, σ′[i] is computed
on the card, sending a cryptographic hash value over m[i], pksig,tag and tag′.
The sanitizer’s host produces σ′, combining all the σ′[i] generated on card.

3.5 RSS Scheme PSPdM12 [24]

The scheme’s core idea is to hash each block and accumulate all digests with
a cryptographic accumulator. This accumulator value is signed with a standard
signature scheme. Each time a block is accumulated, a witness that it is part of
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)
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Fig. 2. BFLS09: Data flow between smart card and host for Sign and Sanit

the accumulated value is generated. Hence, the signed accumulator value is used
to provide assurance that a block was signed given the verifier knows the block
and the witness. A redaction removes the block and its witness. They further
extended the RSS’s algorithms with LinkRSS, MergeRSS. We omit them, as they
need no involvement of the smart card because they require no secrets. Refer
to [24] for details on the security model.

Building Block: Accumulator. For more details than the algorithmic descrip-
tion, refer to [3,4,17,26]. We require the correctness properties to hold [3].

ACC consists of five PPT algorithms ACC := (Setup,Gen,Dig,Proof,Verf):

Setup. Setup on input of the security parameter λ returns the parameters parm,
i.e., parm← Setup(1λ)

Gen. Gen, on input of the security parameter λ and parm outputs pk
i.e., pk← Gen(1λ, parm).

Dig. Dig, on input of the set S, the public parameter pk outputs an accumulator
value a and some auxiliary information aux, i.e, (a, aux)← Dig(pk, S)

Proof. Proof, on input of the public parameter pk, a value y ∈ Ypk and aux
returns a witness p from a witness space Ppk, and ⊥ otherwise, i.e., p ←
Proof(pk, aux, y, S)

Verf. On input of the public parameters parm, public key pk, an accumulator
a ∈ Xpk, a witness p, and a value y ∈ Ypk Verf outputs a bit d ∈ {0, 1}
indicating whether p is a valid proof that y has been accumulated into a,
i.e., d ← Verf(pk, a, y, p). Note, Xpk denotes the output and Ypk the input
domain based on pk; and parm is always correctly recoverable from pk.
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Our Trade-Off between Trust and Performance. Pöhls et al. [24] require
ACC to be collision-resistant without trusted setup. Foremost, they require the
ACC’s setup to hide certain values used for the parameter generation from un-
trusted parties, as knowledge allows efficient computation of collisions and thus
forgeries of signatures. All known collision-resistant accumulators based on num-
ber theoretic assumptions either require a trusted third party (TTP), named the
accumulator manager [4,16], or they are very inefficient. As said, the TTP used
for setup of the ACCmust be trusted not to generate collisions to forge signatures.
However, existing schemes without TTP are not efficiently implementable, e.g.,
the scheme introduced by Sander requires a modulus size of � 40, 000Bit [26].

Our trade-off still requires a TTP for the setup, but inhibits the TTP from
forging signatures generated by signers. In brief, we assume that the TTP which
signs a participant’s public key also runs the ACC setup. The TTP already has as
a secret the standard RSA modulus n = pq, p, q ∈ P. If we re-use n as the RSA-
accumulator’s modulus [4], the TTP could add new elements without detection.
However, if we add “blinding primes” during signing, neither the TTP nor the
signer can find collisions, as long as the TTP and the signer do not collude. We
call this semi-trusted setup. Note, as we avoid algorithms for jointly computing
a modulus of unknown factorization, we do not require any protocol runs. Thus,
keys can be generated off-line. The security proof is in the appendix.

On this basis we build a practically usable undeniable RSS, as introduced in [24].
It is based on a standard signature scheme S := (SKGen, SSign, SVerify) and our
accumulator with semi-trusted setup ACC := (Setup,Gen,Dig,Proof,Verf).

Key Generation: The algorithm KeyGen generates (skS, pkS)← SKGen(1λ). It
lets parm ← Setup(1λ) and pkACC ← Gen(1λ, parm). The algorithm returns
((pkS, parm, pkACC), (skS)).

Signing: Sign on input of skS, pkACC and a set S, it computes (a, aux) ←
Dig(pkACC, (S)). It generates P = {(yi, pi) | pi ← Proof(pkACC, aux, yi, S) |
yi ∈ S}, and the signature σa ← SSign(skS, a). The tuple (S, σs) is returned,
where σs = (pkS, σa, {(yi, pi) | yi ∈ S}).

Verification: Verify on input of a signature σ = (pkS, σa, {(yi, pi) | yi ∈ S}),
parm and a set S first verifies that σa verifies under pkS using SVerify. For
each element yi ∈ S it tries to verify that Verf(pkACC, a, yi, pi) = true. In case
Verf returns false at least once, Verify returns false and true otherwise.

Redaction: Redact on input of a set S, a subset R ⊆ S, an accumulated value
a, pkS and a signature σs generated with Sign first checks that σs is valid
using Verify. If not ⊥ is returned. Else it returns a tuple (S′, σ′

s), where
σ′
s = (pkS, σa, {(yi, pi) | yi ∈ S′}) and S′ = S \R.

3.6 RSS Scheme PSPdM12 [24] on Smart Card

This scheme involves the smart card for the algorithms Setup and Sign, illustrated
in Fig. 3. We use the smart card to obtain the blinding primes of the modulus
described in Sect. 3.5, needed by Setup. To compute these primes on card, we
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Host SC

a

σa

SSign

(skS, a)

SignSign

Host SC

1λ

n

SKGen
(1λ)

SetupSetup

Fig. 3. PSPdM12: Data flow between smart card and host for Sign and Setup

generate standard RSA parameters (N, e, d) with N being of 2048 Bit length,
but store only N on card and discard the exponents. On the host system this
modulus is multiplied with that obtained from the TTP to form the modulus
used by ACC. Additionally, the smart card performs SSign to generate σa.

4 Performance and Lessons Learned

We implemented in Java Card [11] 2.2.1 on the “SmartC@fé R© Expert 4.x” from
Giesecke and Devrient [13]. The host system was an Intel i3-2350 Dual Core
2.30 GHz with 4 GiB of RAM. For the measurements in Tab. 1, we used mes-
sages with 10, 25 and 50 blocks of equal length, fixed to 1 Byte. The block size
has little impact as inputs are hashed. However, the number of blocks impacts
performance in some schemes. � 12�� blocks were marked as sanitizable. The Sanit
and Redact operations modify all sanitizable blocks. The BFLS12 scheme allows
multiple sanitizers and was measured with 10 sanitizers. Verify and Judge always
get sanitized or redacted messages. The results for the BFLS12 scheme include
the verification against all possible public keys (worst-case). We measured the
complete execution of the algorithms, including those steps performed on the
host system. We omit the time KeyGen takes for 2048 bit long key pairs, as keys
are usually generated in advance.

We carefully limited the involvement of the smart card, hence we expect the
performance impact to be comparable to the use of cards in regular signature
schemes. For the RSS we have devised and proven a new collision-resistant ac-
cumulator. If one wants to compare, BPS12 states around 0.506s for signing 10

Table 1. Performance of SSS prototypes; median runtime in seconds

Sign Sanit/ Verify Judge Detect/
Redact Proof

�
��
�

10 25 50 10 25 50 10 25 50 10 25 50 10 25 50

[5] 1.225 1.255 1.255 4.255 9.405 17.965 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.78 1.77 1.76 1.535 1.545 1.575

[6] 1.095 1.095 1.085 0.585 0.575 0.575 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 -4 -4 -4

[8] 3.125 7.165 13.245 2.605 6.655 12.745 0.016 0.039 0.084 0.043 0.051 0.060 0.001 0.001 0.002

[24] 11.165 59.975 221.975 1.42 3.17 6.32 1.32 3.12 6.12 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4

4Algorithm not defined by scheme 5Involves smart card operations
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blocks with 4096 bit keys [8]. We only make use of the functions exposed by the
API. Hence, our implementations are portable to other smart cards, given they
provide a cryptographic co-processor that supports RSA algorithms. We would
have liked direct access to the cryptographic co-processor, as raised in [29], in-
stead of using the exposed ALG RSA NOPAD as a workaround.
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Experiment Semi− Trusted− Collision − ResistancePKACC
A (λ)

parm
$← Setup(1λ)

(pk∗, p∗,m∗, a∗)← AODig(·,·)(1λ, parm)
where oracle ODig, on input of Si, pki returns:

(ai, auxi)← Dig(pki, Si) (answers/queries indexed by i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k)
Pi = {(sj , pi) | pi ← Proof(pki, auxi, sj , Si), sj ∈ Si}
return (ai, Pi)

return 1, if:
Verf(pk∗, a∗,m∗, p∗) = 1 and
∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : ai = a∗ and m∗ /∈ Si

Fig. 4. Collision-Resistance with Semi-Trusted Setup Part I

Experiment Semi− Trusted− Collision − ResistancePARMACC
A (λ)

(parm∗, s∗)← A(1λ)
(pk∗, p∗,m∗, a∗)← AODig(·,·),GetPk()(1λ, s∗)

where oracle ODig, on input of pki, Si:
(ai, auxi)← Dig(pki, Si) (answers/queries indexed by i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k)
Pi = {(sj , pi) | pi ← Proof(pki, auxi, sj , Si), sj ∈ Si}
return (ai, Pi)

where oracle GetPk returns:

pkj ← Gen(1λ, parm∗) (answers/queries indexed by j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k′)
return 1, if:

Verf(pk∗, a∗,m∗, p∗) = 1 and
∃i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k : ai = a∗, m∗ /∈ Si and ∃j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k′ : pk∗ = pkj

Fig. 5. Collision-Resistance with Semi-Trusted Setup Part II

A Collision-Resistant Acc. with Semi-Trusted Setup

Definition 1 (Collision-Resistance with Semi-Trusted Setup (Part I)).
We say that an accumulator ACC with semi-trusted setup is collision-resistant
for the public key generator, iff for every PPT adversary A, the probability that
the game depicted in Fig. 4 returns 1, is negligible (as a function of λ).

The basic idea is to let the adversary generate public key pk. The other part is
generated by the challenger. Afterwards, the adversary has to find a collision.

Definition 2 (Collision-Resistance with Semi-Trusted Setup (Part II)).
We say that an accumulator ACC with semi-trusted setup is collision-resistant
for the parameter generator, iff for every PPT adversary A, the probability that
the game depicted in Fig. A returns 1, is negligible (as a function of λ).

The basic idea is to either let the adversary generate the public parameters parm,
but not any public keys; they are required to be generated honestly. Afterwards,
the adversary has to find a collision.
Setup. The algorithm Setup generates two safe primes p1 and q1 with bit length

λ. It returns n1 = p1q1.

Gen. On input of the parameters parm, containing a modulus n1 = p1q1 of
unknown factorization and a security parameter λ, the algorithm outputs a
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multi-prime RSA-modulus N = n1n2, where n2 = p2q2, where p2, q2 ∈ P are
random safe primes with bit length λ.

Verf. On input of the parameters parm = n1, containing a modulus N =
p1q1p2q2 = n1n2 of unknown factorization, a security parameter λ, an ele-
ment yi, an accumulator a, and a corresponding proof pi, it checks, whether
pyi

i (mod N) = a and if n1 | N and n2 = N
n1

/∈ P. If either checks fails, it
returns 0, and 1 otherwise

Other Algorithms: The other algorithms work exactly like the standard
collision-free RSA-accumulator, i.e., [3].

Theorem 1 (The Accumulator is Collisions-Resistant with Semi
-Trusted Setup.). If either the parameters parm or the public key pk has been
generated honestly, the sketched construction is collision-resistant with semi-
trusted setup.

Proof. Based on the proofs given in [3], we have to show that an adversary able to
find collisions is able to find the eth root of a modulus of unknown factorization.
Following the definition given in Fig. 4 and Fig. A, we have three cases:

I) Malicious Semi-Trusted Third Party. As parm is public knowledge,
every party can compute n2 = N

n1
. For this proof, we assume that the

strong RSA-assumption [3] holds in (Z/n1Z) and (Z/n2Z). Moreover, we
require that gcd(n1, n2) = 1 holds. As (Z/NZ) ∼= (Z/n1Z) × (Z/n2Z) we
have a group isomorphism ϕ1. Furthermore, as the third party knows the
factorization of n1, we have another group isomorphism ϕ2. It follows:
(Z/NZ) ∼= (Z/p1Z) × (Z/q1Z) × (Z/n2Z). Assuming that A can calcu-
late the eth root in (Z/NZ), it implies that it can calculate the eth root
in (Z/n2Z), as calculating the eth root in (Z/pZ), with p ∈ P is trivial. It
follows that A breaks the strong RSA-assumption in (Z/n2Z). Building a
simulation and an extractor is straight forward.

II) Malicious Signer. Similar to I).
III) Outsider. Outsiders have less knowledge, hence a combination of I) and

II).

Obviously, if the factorization of n1 and n2 is known, one can simply compute
the e-th root in (Z/NZ). However, we assumed that signer and TTP do not
collude. All other parties can collude, as the factorization of n2 remains secret
with overwhelming probability.
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